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[ 57] I ABSTRACT 

A laminated container has an outer box with an inter 
mediate liner and an inner liner. A tear strip extends 
around the outer box for separating an upper portion 
of the outer box from a lower portion of the outer 
box. A lower- portion of the intermediate liner is glued 
to the lower portion of the outer box while the inter 
mediate and' inner liners are glued together. 

11 Claims, 4 Drawing Figures 
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LAMINATED CONTAINER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the invention 
The invention relates to laminated containers and, in 

particular, to corrugated paperboard or cardboard con 
tainers for shipping and ‘storing quantities of bulk ?ow; 
able material, such as polyethylene pellets. 

2. Description of the prior art 
The prior art, as exemplified in US. 1 Pat. Nos. 

2,275,896, 3,014,630, 3,134,531, 
3,291,372, 3,726,467 and 3,744,702, includes many 
laminated containers constructed of corrugated paper 
board or cardboard designed to contain various materi 
als including bulk ?owable'material. Many of the prior 
art corrugated paperboard containers are incapable of 
containing relatively large quantities of ?owable bulk 
material since they do not have sufficient strength in 
the side walls and corners to withstand the force or 
pressure exerted by the ?owable material. Also, several 
of the prior art containers when opened have ?aps 
which interfere with removal of the material and which 
are not readily reclosable to store unused portions of 
material in the container. Other prior art containers 
have liners with tab panels forming overlapping joints 
resulting in additional sharp corners which tend to in 
terfere with removal of bulk material well as the re 
placement of telescoping tops. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The invention is summarized in that a laminated con 
tainer comprises an outer box having ?ve serially 
hinged side panels, a bottom, and a top, one of said 
outer box side panels being‘on one end of the series of 
outer box side panels for overlapping the outer box side 
panel on the other end of ‘the series of outer box side 
panels to form a joint, said outer box side panels having 
a tear strip extending longitudinally along the series of 
outer box side panels a predetermined distance below 
the top for separating a top portion of the outer box 
from a lower portion of the outer box; an intermediate 
liner; and an inner liner; one of said intermediate liner 
and said inner liner having four serially hinged panels, 
the ends of the series of one liner panels capable of 
forming an abutting corner joint; the other of said inter 
mediate liner and said inner liner having ?ve serially 
hinged panels, the end panels of the series'of other liner 
panels having a combined size ‘corresponding to a re 
spective one of the panels of said one liner panel for 
forming an abutting side joint; said outer box' side pan 
els, said intermediate liner panels,'and’said inner liner 
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forming a smooth outer wall surface‘for allowing the 
removal and replacement of a telescoping top to the 
container. A 

One additional feature of the invention is the provi 
sion of a pair of tabs in an outer side panel joined to re 
spective oppositely extending tear strip portions, one of 
the tear strip portions extending in an overlapping 
panel of a manufacturer’s joint for providing a strong 
manufacturer’s joint and allowing the tear strip to be 
torn in the direction of the overlapping panel. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a perspective view with portions broken 
away of a laminated container in accordance with the 
invention. 

I FIG. 2 is a perspective view taken at an angle extend 
9 ing from the bottom of the container shown in FIG. I. 
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panels forming respective plies of the sides of the‘ con- ' 
tainer with the inner liner‘panels being glued to respec 
tive intermediate liner panels and with lower portions 
of the intermediate linerpanels being glued to the re 
spective lower portions of the outer box side panels. 
An object of the invention is to construct a container 

having improved strength'at side walls as well as at c‘or 
ners joining the side walls.' 7 ' i ' 

Another object of the invention is to provide a con 
tainer with a removable top which can be readily 
slipped over a liner portion of the container toreclose 
the container. ' , _ _ . 

One advantage of the invention is that a novel con 
struction for a liner in a container forms a smooth in 
side wall surface for allowingv complete and ‘easy re 
moval of a material within the container as‘well as 
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FIG. 3 is a cross section view of a portion of the con 
tainer shown in FIG. 1 taken along lines 3-3. 

FIG. 4 is a plan cross sectional view of a modi?ed 
laminated container in accordance with the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

As illustrated in FIG. I, a laminated container in ac 
cordance with the invention includes an outer box hav 
ing side walls formed from ?ve serially hinged panels 
10, l2, 14, I6 and 18 whereinthe panel 18 is secured, 
for example, by glue to the panel 10 in an overlapping 
relationship to form a joint. Flaps 20, 22, 24 and 26 are 
hinged on the upper edges of the respective panels l0, 
l2, l4 and 16 to be folded and secured together in a 
conventional manner to form a top for the container. 
As shown in FIG. 2, a bellows-type bottom for the con 
tainer has a rectangular panel 28, a triangular panel 30, 
a rectangular panel 32, a triangular panel 34 and a rect 
angular panel 36 hinged at the bottom edges of the re 
spective side panels 10,12, 14, I6 and 18. A fold panel 
40, is hinged at score line 42 to the panel 28 and at 
score line 44 to the panel 30; a fold panel 46 is hinged 
at score line 48 to the panel 30 and at score line 50 to 
the panel 32; a fold panel 52 is hinged at score line 54 
to the panel 32 and at score line 56 to panel 34; and a 
fold panel 58 is hinged at score line 60 to the panel 34 
andv at score line 62 to the panel 36. The bellows bot 
tom is designed to be folded as shown, and the adjoin 
ing edges of thevpancls 28 and 33 and the panels 12 and 
16 are designed to be taped together to seal the bottom 
to prevent leakage of material from the bottom. 
An intermediate liner of the container includes four 

serially hinged panels 68, 70, 72 and 74. The panels 74 
and 68 on' the ends of the series of intermediate liner 
panels form an abutting joint in the same corner where 
the overlapping panel 18 forms a joint with the panel 
10. An inner liner of the container includes ?ve serially 
connected panels 78, 80, 82, 84 and 86 with the end 
panels 78 and 86 forming an abutting joint. The panels 

: 10, 68 and 80 have substantially similar dimensions in 
that their height and width is substantially the same", the 
panels 10, 68 and 80 can be made to have slightly de 
creasing widths'to allow for the telescoped structure. 
Similarly, the panels 12, 70 and 82 have substantially 
similar dimensions, the panels I4, 72 and 84 have sub— 
stantially similar dimensions, and the panels 16 and 74 
have substantially similar dimensions. The panels 86 I 
and 78 when abutted have a combined height and 
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width which is substantially the same as the height and 
width of the panels 74 and 16. 
The outer box and the liners are preferably made of 

a corrugated paperboard or cardboard having at least 
one corrugated layer sandwiched between flat layers. 
Paperboard having a plurality of corrugated layers 
sandwiched between ?at layers can be employed with 
equal success. For example, in FIG. 3, the outer box is 
made of paperboard having a single corrugated layer 
sandwiched between two ?at layers, and the intermedi 
ate and inner liners are made of paperboard having two 
corrugated layers sandwiched between three ?at layers. 
The inner liner and the intermediate liner are glued 

together, as indicated by the‘ stippling, so that the pan 
els 78 and 86 of the inner liner secure the joint between 
the panels 68 and 74 of the intermediate liner. The 
panel 74 of the intermediate liner joins the panels 78 
and 86 of the inner liner. 
A tear tape including portions 92 and 94 is secured 

around the inner circumference of the outer box longi 
tudinally along the panels 10, 12, 14, 16 and 18..The 
tear tape portions 92 and 94 determine respective tear ' 
strip portions of the outer box extending in opposite di 
rections from tabs 90 and 96 a predetermined distance 
below the top of the container. Conveniently, the tear 
tapes 92 and 94 are formedfrom a continuous length‘ 
of strand reinforced pressure sensitive adhesive tape 
applied to the inside of the paperboard blank forming 
the outer box, the tape being severed into the portions 
92 and 94 when the tabs 90 and 96 are punched into 
the blank. The intermediate liner is secured to the 
outer box by glue as indicated by the stippling only 
below the tear tape portions 92 and 94 to allow the 
upper portion of the outer box to be separated from the 
lower portion of the outer box and form a top for the . 
container which telescopes over the intermediate and 
inner liners; 

It is particularly advantageous that both the interme 
diate liner and the inner liner form abutting joints, i.e., 
seams without any substantial separation of the abut 
ting edges of the panels. Thus, when the tear tapes 92 
and 94 and the overlying portions of the outer box are 
ripped, the external surface of the intermediate liner 
panels 68, 70, 72 and 74 ‘forms a smooth surface for al-‘ 
lowing the top portion of the outer box to be telescopi 
cally removed and reassembled. Overlapping joints in 
liners of the prior art present short overlapping sections 
which interfere with the reassembling of telescoping 
top portions on the containers. 

Similarly, the absence of an interior overlapping 
panel extending into the interior of the container allows 
the contents of the container to be more easily re» 
moved. For example, a straight edge of a scoop can be 
engaged with the full length of the interior surface of 
each side of the container allowing the scoop to readily 
pick up bulk material in the container; prior art over: 
lapping‘ panels form an additional corner in the interior 

with a portion of the interior side wall. , 
Having the overlapping panel 18, the overlapping 

panel 78 and the junction between thepanels 68 and 
74 in the same cornerallows blanks of the outer box, 
the intermediate liner and the inner liner to be assem 
bled and glued together in a?at position. Thereafter, 
the assembled blanks of the outer box, the intermediate 
liner and the inner linerare folded along score lines be 
tween the panels; the panel 78 is glued to the panel 74, 
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4 
and the panel 18 is glued to the panel ‘10 to form a man 
ufacturer’s joint. 
The employment of a long tear tape portion 92 which 

extends from the tab 90 along panels 10,‘ 12,, 14, 16 and 
18, in that order, allows the tear strip portion overlying 
the tape portion 92 to be removed by ripping the tab 
90 and the tear tape portion 92 ‘from around the con- , 
tainer. During the ripping of the tape portion 92 from 
the panel 18, force is applied to the panel 18 initially 
adjacent the hinge line with panel 16 avoiding initial 
force on the free vertical edge of the panel 18 which 
would tend to pull the panel 18 from the glued junction 
with the panel 10. Also, the ripping force is generally 
applied in the direction of the overlap of the panel 18. ‘ 
A modi?ed container, shown inFlG. 4,"has parts 

identi?ed by the same'reference numerals used to iden 
tify parts of the container shown in FIGS. 1—3 to indi 
cate that such similarly identi?edparts have substan 
tially similar functions and/or structure. The modi?ed 
box has an inner liner formed from four serially hinged 
panels 102, 104, ‘106 and108, and has an intermediate 
liner formed from ?ve serially hinged panels 112, 114,, 
1 l6, 1 l8 and 120. The intermediate liner ‘has the pan 
els 120 and 112 which abut andjointly extend coexten— 
sively with the inner liner panel 102 and the outer liner 
panel 14 while the panels 102 and 108 form an abutting 
corner joint. The overlapping panel 120‘ and the joint 
between the panels 102 and 108 are in the corner diag-f 
onally opposite to the manufacturer‘s joint between. 
panels 18 and 10. The inner liner is glued to the inter 
mediate liner and a lower ‘portion of the outer box 
below a tear strip is glued to a lower portion of the in 
termediate liner in the same manner as the embodi 
ment in FIGS. 1,2 and 3. - 

Since many changes in detail, variations, or modifica 
tions can be made to the present embodiments, it is in—. 
tended that, all subject matter in the description or 
shown in the accompanying drawings be interpreted as 
illustrative and not in'a ~limiting sense. 
What is claimed. is: 
l. A laminated container comprising 
an outer box having ?ve serially hinged side panels, 
a bottom, and a top, one of said outer box side pan 
els'being on one end of the series of outer box side 
panels for overlapping the outer box side panel on 
the other end of the series of outer box side panels 
to form a‘ joint, said outer box side panels having a 
tear strip'extending longitudinally along the series 
of outer box‘side panels apredetermined distance 
below the top for‘separating a top portion of the 
outer box from a lower portion of the outer box; 

an intermediate liner; and - - ~ 

an inner liner; 4 - 

one of said intermediate liner‘ and'said inner liner 
having four serially hinged ‘panels, the ends of the 
‘series of one liner panels forming an abutting cor 
ner joint without any substantial. separation of the 
abutting ends of the series of one liner‘ panels; 

‘the other of said intermediate .liner and said ‘inner 
liner having ?ve serially hinged panels, the end 
panels of the series of other liner panels having a 
combined size corresponding to a respective one of 
the panels of said one liner and forming an abutting 
side joint without any substantial separation of the 
abutting ends of the series of other; liner panels; 

said outer box side‘ panels, said intermediate liner 
panels and said inner liner panels forming respec 
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tive plies of the sides ofthe container with the inner 
liner panels glued to respective intermediate liner 
panels and lower portions of the intermediate liner 
panels glued to the respective lower portions of the 
outer box side panels. ' v 

2. A laminated container comprising ' ‘ 
an outer box having ?ve serially hinged side panels, 

a bottom, and atop, one of said outer box side pan 
els being on one end of the series of outer box side 
panels for overlapping the outer box side panel on 
the other end of the seriesof outer box sidepanels 
to form a joint, said outer box side panels having a 
tear strip extending longitudinally along the series 
of outer box side pan'els'a predetermined distance 

. 6 , . 

said outer box side panels, said intermediate liner 
panels and said inner liner panels forming respec 
tive plies of the sides of the container with the inner 
liner panels glued to respective intermediate liner 

5 ' panels and lower portionsof the intermediate liner 
panels glued to the respective lowerportions of the 
outer box side panels. ’ 

4. A laminated vcontainer as claimed in claim 1 
wherein the tear strip includes ~ 

an adhesive tear tape attached to an interior surface 
of ‘the‘outer box side panels. 

5,. A laminated container comprising 
an outer box having ?ve serially hinged side panels, 
a bottom, and a top, one of said outer box side pan 
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below the top for Separating ‘*1 top portion “f ‘he ‘5 els being on one end of the series of outer box side 
outer box _from_a lower portion of the outer box; panels for Overlapping the outer box Side panel on 

an lmermfadlme lmeri and the other end of the series of outer box side panels , 
‘m' mfler Imer~_ . _ ’ _ to form a joint, said outer box side panels having a 
Smd 'mcrmcd'atc lmer having fol" Wally h'liged 1O tear strip extending longitudinally along the series 

panels, the ends of the‘serics of intermediateliner - of Outer box Side panels a predetermined distance 
panels capable of forming an abutting corner joint; below the top for separating a top portion of the 

said inner liner having ?ve serially hinged panels, the Outer box from a lower portion of the Outer box, 
end panels of the series ofinner liner panels having an intermediate liner, and ’ 
a combined size corresponding to a respective one ,m inner liner, ' 

of mg Ft’t‘lnelsgf sfufj lmumtdl‘ne ‘met for tormmg one of Silltl intermediate liner and said inner liner 
an a u mg si e join ; h. . ‘ . . _ 
. . . . . . , win four seriall hm ed 'mels, the ends of the 

said abutting corner joint of the intermediate liner gérieggof one line: uni“ able “f fwmin I 
being in the corner where the joint is formed in the “ ‘. . . p ‘ p i g ‘m 
mt r box ~ ' abutting corner joint; , 

(C ; I said abutting side joint of the inner liner being in a 30 the. 05h? (if my] :nierij?lt'dhui' lmer fmd f‘ud jmakr 
side extending from the corner where the joint is “Mr ‘wmg wt’ Send"), hinged panels‘ thi' um 
formed in the Outer b0” 'md panels of the series of other liner panels having a 

‘ ~ ~ . - 

. . ‘ . . . . combined size corres ondm t '1 r s W’ ) i‘ said outer box side panels, said intermediate liner h‘ I |_ f fg of‘ 9pm.“ .0‘ n8.“ 
panels and said inner liner panels forming respec- t. L W'Te 3 O Mud Om‘ hner or Ormmg ‘m abutting 

tive plies ofthe sides of the container with the inner 35 " isldi' 'lmm‘b ‘. I _ _‘ . . . . 

liner panels glued to respective intermediate liner Mud (“fer do?‘ p‘mlilb’ Mud llinfrmédmw _hner 
panels and lower portions of the intermediate liner Ram’ ‘in f5: :3“? flier p‘mef omllgghn'jspec' 
panels glued to the respective lower portions of the t_we p I“ O t e M "5 O t e co_nt‘u_ner w“ e "lner 
Outer box side pmek liner panels glued to respective intermediate liner 

3. A hlminmcd container comprising 4() panels and lower portions of the intermediate liner 
an outer box having ?ve serially hinged side panels, panels glue? to the respecnve lower pom‘ms of the 

a bottom, and a top, one of said outer box side pan- flute‘. boxflc‘le pallelsi "md_ ‘ _ 
els being on one end of the series of outer box side Smd tear smplmcludlng a pmr of tabs formed m one 
panels for overlapping the outer box side panel on 4; of the Outer box S'de panels Spaced from the cm‘ 

ners thereof for forming two separate portims of 
the tear strip running in opposite directions. 

6. A laminated container as claimed in claim 5 
wherein one of the portions of the tear strip is substan 
tially longer than the other portion of the tear strip with 
the shorter portion of the tear strip being entirely in the 
outer box side panel on the other end of the series of 
outer box side panels. 

7. A laminated container as claimed in claim 6 
wherein the bottom of the box is a bellows bottom in 
cluding 

?rst and second rectangular panels hinged to respec 
tive ?rst and second opposing side panels of the 
outer box; ' 

?rst and second triangular panels hinged to respec 
tive third and fourth opposing side panels of the 
outer box; 

a third triangular panel hinged at ?rst and second 
score lines to the respective ?rst rectangular panel 
and ?rst triangular panel, 

a fourth triangular panel hinged at third and fourth 
score lines to the respective ?rst rectangular panel 
and second triangular panel, 

the other end of the series of outer box side panels 
to form a joint, said outer box side panels having a 
tear strip extending longitudinally along the series 
of outer box side panels a predetermined distance 
below the top for separating a top portion of the 
outer box from a lower portion of the outer box; 

an intermediate liner; and 
an inner liner; 
said inner liner having four serially hinged panels, the 
ends of the series of inner liner panels capable of 
forming an abutting corner joint; 

said intermediate liner having ?ve serially hinged 
panels. the end panels of the series of intermediate 
liner panels having a combined size corresponding 
to a respective one of the panels of said inner liner 
for forming an abutting side joint: 

said abutting corner joint of the inner layer being in 
the corner diagonally opposite to the corner of the 
joint formed in the outer box; 

said abutting sidejoint of the intermediate liner being 
in a side extending from the corner diagonally op 
posite to the corner of the joint formed in the outer 
box; and 
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a fifth triangular panel hinged at ?fth and sixth score , layers sandwiched between three ?at layers. 
lines to the respective second rectangular panel 10. Aluminated container as claimed in‘claim l 
and ?rst triangular panel, and V v wherein 

a sixth triangular panel hinged at seventh and eighth the abutting corner joint of the one liner is in the cor 
score lines to the respective second rectangular 5 ner where the joint is formed in the outer box, and 
panel and second vtriangular panel. 7' > the abutting side joint of the other liner is in a side ex 

8. A laminated‘ containerwas claimed in claim I ~ tending from the corner where the joint is formed ‘ 
wherein I - in the outerbox. 

the outer box, the intermediate liner, and the inner ll. A laminated container as claimed in claim 1 
liner are made of corrugated paperboard. 10 wherein , i. . 

9. A laminated container as claimed in claim 8 > the abutting corner joint of the one lineris in the cor 
wherein ‘ ner diagonally‘ opposite to the corner of the joint 
the outer box is made of a corrugated paperboard formed in the outer box, and j , 
having a single corrugated layer sandwiched be- the abutting side joint of the other liner is in a side ex-, 
tween two flat layers, and | 5 tending from the corner diagonally opposite to the 

the intermediate liner and the inner liner are made of corner of the joint formed in the outer box. 
a corrugated paperboard having two corrugated * * * * * 
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